

























































































C4:	Improving	Books	Room:	K/111	Chair:	Alex	Watson	(Nagoya	University)		Casie	LeGette	(University	of	Georgia)	 ‘Pruning	Poems:	Quotation,	Co-operation,	and	Improved	Romanticism’		Francesca	Kavanagh	(University	of	Melbourne)	 ‘Spoiling	the	Book:	Annotation	and	Appropriation	as	Improvement’		Beatrice	Turner	(University	of	Roehampton)	 ‘[W]e	translate	words	into	things,	and	books	into	men’:	Biography,	relational	feeling,	and	the	limits	of	poetry	in	Hazlitt’s	criticism'				C5:	Animal	and	Human	Bodies	Room:	K/G33	Chair:	Ruth	Scobie	(University	of	Sheffield)		Richard	De	Ritter	(University	of	Leeds)	 ‘Exhibiting	“the	Various	Wonders	of	our	Globe”:	Improvement	and	Bemusement	in	the	Leverian	Museum’	
	Kerry	Sinanan	(National	University	of	Ireland,	Galway)	 ‘Improving	Plantations?	Representations	of	Breastfeeding	and	Maternity	in	Slavery’	
	Julia	Carlson	(University	of	Cincinnati)	 ‘Sensory	Improvement:	Tactile	Maps	and	Blind	Travelers’	






















































History	of	a	Six	Weeks’	Tour’		Cesar	Soto	(University	of	Notre	Dame)	 ‘Deism,	Perfectibility,	and	Redemption	in	Mary	Shelley’s	The	Last	Man	(1826)’		Catherine	Redford	(University	of	Oxford)	 ‘Revisions	and	Revisitings:	Mary	Shelley	as	Editor’					E5:	Apology	for	the	Literary	Pursuits	of	Physicians	Room:	K/G33	Chair:	Jon	Mee	(University	of	York)		Fuson	Wang	(University	of	California,	Riverside)	 ‘Wordsworth,	Jenner,	and	the	Medico-Literary	Case	Study’		Christine	Woody	(University	of	Pennsylvania)	 ‘“Such	a	crazy	body	as	mine”:	Performing	the	infirm	body	in	Blackwood’s	Edinburgh	Magazine	and	the	

















F5:	Theatres	of	Improvement	Room:	K/G33	Chair:	Franca	Dellrosa	(University	of	Bari)			Yasser	Khan	(University	of	Oxford)	 ‘“Am	I	Not	A	Brother	and	a	Man”:	The	Humanitarian	Revolution	and	Slavery	in	British	Sentimental	Drama	in	the	Late	Eighteenth	Century’		Orianne	Smith	(University	of	Maryland,	Baltimore	County)	 ‘Improving	Upon	Adam	Smith:	Joanna	Baillie’s	Witchcraft	and	the	Demonization	of	Domesticity’		Sarah	Burdett	 	(University	of	Warwick)	 ‘Improving	by	Removing:	Neutralising	the	Threat	of	the	Martial	Woman	in	John	Philip	Kemble’s	Love	in	
Many	Masks	(1790)	and	Elizabeth	Inchbald’s	Next	































































Edinburgh	Review’		Matthew	Sangster	(University	of	Glasgow)	 ‘Revivifying	Romantic	London:	Digital	Transformations	as	Ambivalent	Improvements’		Joanna	Taylor	 	(Lancaster	University)	 ‘Romantic	Maps	and	Digital	Cartographies’		Justin	Tonra	(National	University	of	Ireland,	Galway)	 ‘Room	for	Improvement:	the	Digital	Romantic	Scholarly	Edition’				H2:	Ballad/Song/Nation	Room:	K/159	Chair:	Jim	Watt	(University	of	York)		Jeff	Strabone	(Connecticut	College)	 ‘Wordsworth’s	Bardic	History	of	England’		Daniel	Cook	(University	of	Dundee)	 ‘The	Lay	of	the	Last	Minstrel	and	Bardic	Improvement’		Gena	McNutt	(University	of	Edinburgh)	 ‘“It	is	really	a	noble	poem”:	Medieval	English	Metrical	Romance	in	the	Romantic	Period’		Jane	Moore	(Cardiff	University)	 ‘National	improvement	and	Thomas	Moore’s	Sacred	





Pride	and	Prejudice’		Hisamori	Kazuko	(Ferris	University)		 ‘Listening	to	what	“the	word	evokes”:	Juliet	McMaster's	Illustration	of	The	Beautifull	Cassandra’				H5:	Keats		Room:	K/G33	Chair:	Dana	Van	Kooy	(Michigan	Technological	University)		Greg	Kucich	(University	of	Notre	Dame)	 ‘Keats,	the	Hyperion	Poems,	and	the	Gendered	Problem	of	Progress’		Andrea	Timár	 	(Eötvös	Loránd	University)	 ‘“Increasing	store	with	loss,	and	loss	with	store”:	Keats,	Shakespeare,	and	the	Elgin	Marbles’		Alex	Broadhead	(University	of	Liverpool)	 	 						‘Improving	on	Biography?	Keats	as	Liberal								Humanist	Messiah	in	Contemporary	Fiction’	
	














I4:	Legacies	and	Afterlives	Room:	K/111	Chair:	Alex	Broadhead	(University	of	Liverpool)			Tom	Toremans	(University	of	Leuven)			 ‘Spectres	of	Scott:	the	Pseudotranslational	Afterlife	of	the	Great	Unknown’		Emily	Bowles	(University	of	York)					 ‘Improving	on	the	Romantics	in	The	Life	of	Charles	Dickens’‘			Michelle	O'Connell	(University	College	Dublin)																																‘“Heroine	Worship”	After	Death:	Hemans	in	the	Press’					I5:	David	Bowie	as	Romantic	Improvement	Room:	K/G33	Convenor:	Matthew	Sangster	(University	of	Glasgow)	Chair:	Helen	Stark	(Queen	Mary	University	of	London)	 			Beatrice	Turner	(University	of	Roehampton)				Emly	Bernhard	Jackson	(University	of	Exeter)			Joanna	Taylor	(Lancaster	University)			Matthew	Sangster	(University	of	Glasgow)					
‘“They’re	quite	aware	of	what	they’re	going	through”:	Hunky	Dory’s	“Pretty	Things”	and	rejecting	Romantic	childhood’		‘The	Return	of	the	Thin	White	Duke:	David	Bowie	as	Descendant	of	Lord	Byron’		‘Space	Oddities:	Romantic	Spatialities	and	David	Bowie’s	Contained	Expansions’		‘“I	Can’t	Give	Everything	Away”:	David	Bowie	and	Post-Romantic	Artistic	Identity’			I6:	William	Blake	Room:	K/G07	Chair:	Jon	Mee	(University	of	York)			Lucy	Cogan	(University	College	Dublin)	 ‘Improvement,	Prophecy	and	Futurity	in	the	Poetry	of	William	Blake’		Joshua	Schouten	de	Jel	(Plymouth	University)	 ‘William	Blake’s	Millenarianism:	the	Progress	towards	a	Personal	Apocalypse’		Amadeus	Kang-Po	Chen	(University	of	Edinburgh)	 William	Blake's	Erotic	Resonances	and	Innovations	in	
Visions	of	the	Daughters	of	Albion		
	
	
Sunday	30th	July	
	 28	
	
Lunch	1pm	–	2pm,	King’s	Manor	K/123	(Huntingdon	Room	anteroom)	**Please	note	the	venue**		
Short	walk	to	Bootham	School	
	
	
PLENARY	4	2pm	–	3:15pm,	Bootham	School		
Jon	Klancher	(Carnegie	Mellon)	
'Scales	of	Improvement'	
	 Chair:	Mary	Fairclough	(University	of	York)	
	
	
Closing	Remarks	3:15pm	–	3:30pm,	Bootham	School	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
Cover	Image:	‘March	of	Intellect’	by	Paul	Pry	(William	Heath).	Credit:	Wellcome	Library,	London.	Used	under	CC	by	4.0,	cropped	from	original.	
